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From your Editor

F

ood is always something that we can
sink our teeth into. It’s one of those
necessities, like shelter. The basic requirement is simple, but the implications
are boundless. A few chemicals for our cells
and what more do we need? As an artist, I’ve
come to appreciate how important it is to
please our senses. Our walls don’t technically
need to be decorated, but how much nicer
when they are. The same can be said for our
meals.
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When we share with those we love, we offer our very best. Celebratory meals are this
kind of sharing. We take something that has
foundational value and raise it to a place of
singular significance. For our loved ones —
this is our Thanksgiving — our Eucharist.
May God’s peace be with you,
Albert
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T

urkey and dressing are as commited as a couple as peanut butter and jelly. It is so often
unthinkable to serve one without the other. If you buy a box of stuffing off the shelf in the
grocery store most likely you will get a package of dry bread crumbs with seasoning. I grew
up with bread stuffing (my mother’s from scratch), but when I wound up with a child of my own
with an allergy to the nuts and bacon in our traditional recipe, we had to rethink. It’s amazing what
can happen when necessary. How about a mixture of wild rice, onion, and turkey sausage with
diced celery and chopped olives. It was great! The following recipes likewise reflect their individual
circumstances. Enjoy!
Albert Rose

Oyster Bread Dressing
6 tablespoons butter

W

1 tablespoon chopped parsley
2 cups dry breadcrumbs
1 cup drained whole or chopped oysters or
cooked mussels
¾ teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon paprika
2 tablespoons capers
½ cup drained chopped spinach

hen I was still single and would go up to
Salem (Oregon) for Thanksgiving I was
always stuck for something to bring to the feast.
Never to be one who would bring the ordinary
to my family gatherings, I found this recipe
which was just enough different using shellfish
but not too weird for my sisters to eat. It was
an instant hit with them all. I was requested to
bring it each Thanksgiving and started making
a double recipe so there would be enough for
leftovers for my mom after Thanksgiving. This
continued even after Rebecca and I were married
and living in Washington; the only change was
making it in Salem.

Place into baking dish and cover

Brian Reid

Sauté in butter until brown
¼ cup chopped onion
Add

Bake at 400 degrees for 30 minutes
Makes 2 ½ cups
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Nancy Ruff

Comfortable Constants

O

ur family hasn’t always celebrated Thanksgiving on the fourth Thursday in November—with
family in law enforcement, exotic traveling, and school or work responsibilities, we’ve often
had to move the holiday (or duplicate it) to accommodate the family. But Thanksgiving is the most
predictable holiday in our family when it comes to meals. And we love it! There’s always the turkey, rubbed down with lots of sage. Then buttery mashed potatoes and giblet gravy. We accompany those with traditional green bean casserole, yummy yeast rolls, fruit salad, and a green salad—
something healthy. To round out the carb-fest is the piece de resistance: Mama’s easy cornbread
dressing. I suspect the same menu has been prepared in my mother’s kitchen, my sister’s, and mine,
since we each began preparing the Thanksgiving feast. My sister has done some experimentation
with oyster dressing, spiral-cut ham, sweet potato pie, and broccoli-cheese-rice-jalapeño casserole,
but always alongside the traditional fare, never supplanting it. There are comfortable constants in
all our lives and knowing that wherever we are celebrating Thanksgiving, we are enjoying the family
favorites is one of the best constants of all.

Mama’s Easy Cornbread Dressing

Rae Ruff hates to cook, and isn’t very good at it, so it has to be easy!
Prepare 2 boxes of Jiffy cornbread mix according to the directions. Ideally, cook it in a cast iron
skillet, but that isn’t a hard and fast rule.
While the cornbread is baking, chop celery, green onions, and green peppers to taste. We also add a
touch of cilantro.
When the cornbread has cooled, put it in a large mixing bowl and use a spatula or fork to crumble
it. Add the chopped vegetables and your preferred spices—we like seasoned pepper and garlic. Stir
in chicken broth (vegetarians can substitute vegetable broth)—we like our dressing moist, so I use 2
cans, but you may use less. Finish it off with lots and lots and lots of sage. The taste cooks away, so
if you like the taste of sage, go crazy (you can taste the uncooked dressing and when the sage flavor
is almost too strong, you’re there). Stir well.
Pour the dressing mixture into 3 loaf pans and cook at 350° until a toothpick comes out clean.
Leftovers reheat well in the microwave and freeze well.
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Artichoke Dressing
¼ cup olive oil
2 ½ lbs spinach (fresh or frozen)
2 cups chopped onion
1 tablespoon chopped garlic
1 tablespoon and 2 teaspoons Italian seasoning
2 ½ teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon pepper
3 – 8 oz cans quartered artichokes (or frozen)
2 large eggs
1 ½ cups heavy cream
2 cups chicken stock
2 tablespoons lemon juice
12-14 cups cubed stale French bread (about 1
large loaf)
1 lb Brie (no rind) cut into ½ inch cubes
½ cup grated Parmesan
¼ cup chopped parsley

Heat oven to 350. Grease a 9x12 baking dish.
Cook and drain spinach.
Heat 1 tablespoon olive oil in large skillet. Add
onions, then garlic and 2 tablespoons Italian seasoning, ½ teaspoon salt and ¼ teaspoon pepper.
Cook and stir 30 seconds. Add artichokes and
cook another 2 minutes. Remove from heat.
Combine the eggs, cream, chicken stock, lemon juice and remaining seasonings. Add the
bread, spinach mixture, Brie, ½ of the parm and
parsley. Rest until bread has absorbed the egg
mixture.
Pour into the prepared dish. Sprinkle with
remaining parm and parsley and drizzle with
remaining olive oil. Bake about 1 hour. Serve
warm.

This recipe is a non-traditional dressing from Emeril. My sister makes it every year. Alice O’Grady
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Macaroni and Cheese
When nothing else will do.

8 oz dry macaroni, elbow or shells
8 oz sharp cheddar cheese, grated
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1 egg
2 cups milk
salt and pepper

Pour over layered macaroni and cheese to cover
adding additional milk if needed.

Cook macaroni in a generous amount of water
until tender. Drain.

This recipe multiplies well, adjust cooking time
for a larger cassarole. Sharp cheese gives more
flavor, but most children prefer milder cheese.

Layer cooked macaroni and cheese in greased 8
x 8 casserole or other suitable baking dish.
In 2 cup measuring cup mix mustard, salt and
pepper with egg and add milk to equal 2 cups.

Bake at 350 for about 1 hour or when spoon inserted in center shows liquid has been absorbed.
Serves 4.

This is the way my mother made macaroni and
cheese. Elaine Ludtke
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A Nice Cup of Tea: Behind the Scenes
Ashley McConnaughey

T

he drive into the mountains of Northern Thailand was a series of breathtaking views, with
heart-stopping narrow switchbacks on precarious inclines precursed by loud horn taps. Our
destination was the hill town Doi Mae Salong; once a center of opium production in the
famed “Golden Triangle” of Thailand, Burma, Laos and Vietnam, this picturesque tiny town perching on a steep narrow ridge has now become an acclaimed producer of oolong tea.
As it was the off-season for tourism and the low-season for tea production, we were the only people
touring the tea factory with minimal staff. And thus we received an up-close education on how tea
is made.
And the key to tea is fermentation.
Handpicked tea leaves consist of a bud and two side leaves on a stem to create oolong tea. Indeed,
the stem is important.
After picking, the first step is “solar wilting” – initially done
outside to begin the dehydration process and the subtle start
of oxidation. Then further wilting inside on bamboo trays,
gently shaken at intervals. At this factory the next step was
placing the leaves in a revolving steam drum, working to further decrease the water content.
Then it’s “disruption” of the leaf cellular structures through
a process of leaf maceration: bruising and tearing in order
to promote and accelerate oxidation. This also releases juices
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which further contribute to oxidation and enhance taste and color of the tea.
Then begins the oxidation process, the fermentation of the tea leaf.
The stem continues to work as a wick pulling moisture from the leaves as
they sit on racks of bamboo baskets, slowly turning from green to black.
This is where the tea master is particularly key; moisture content has been
critical to this point, and now the fermentation length is critical to oolong.
It has to be stopped before completely oxidizing to be oolong. And where
along that path between none-to-hardly-any (green tea) to fully fermented
(black tea), is the art of oolong tea’s myriad expressions, with the length of
fermentation determining color and taste.
The moment the tea master decides the time is right, the tea undergoes “fixation” with high heat to set the degree of fermentation by stopping the oxidation.
From that point on, the “restful” fermentation process ends and the tea begins a repetitive routine of
activity and manipulation. The taste and temperament of the tea are set, and now begin the shaping
and forming of the tea.
Trays of tea are poured onto a cloth which is then wrapped like a hobo-satchel and placed on what could be characterized as a twisting
machine. The loose ends of the cloth are further twisted and twisted by
the machine to create the most compact ball of tea possible within the
cloth. Then, the ends are tucked and the ball is moved to another machine for rolling. This rolling machine spins and rolls the ball between
a top and bottom plate to continue the compression of the tea leaves
and to press all juices out of the leaves.
Once the rolling stops, the ball of tea is opened and the tea is tossed
into the giant drums which opens up the compact globe of tea and gently evaporate more moisture
from the leaves. This cycle is repeated many more times to
create the shape of leaf desired by the tea master. From the
longer looser style tea to teas which look more like pellets,
it is this cycle of balling and rolling that shapes the final
leaf.
The last critical step of processing is going into the heater/
dryer. An oven with conveyor belts that removes the last of
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the moisture from
the leaves which,
when they come
out, are at no more
than 5% moisture
content.

the unusable stems,
the tea is then measured by weight and
sealed into vacuum
packed bags.
So now when you
sit and have your
cup of loose-leaf
tea, be aware of the
shapes and tastes
and colors. For now
you know a bit more
about how it was
created.

In small factories
like this, the final
step before packaging is to cull the tea
by hand. Having
picked out the broken or misshapen
tea leaves as well as
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Nancy Ruff

S

Cranberry Diplomacy

t. Augustine’s has been a member of the Sister Churches Program in western Washington for
many years, and a number of our parishioners accompanied Father Bill Burnett on several
visits to Russia and St. Nicholas Cathedral, Pavlovsk, our sister church. In 1999, a delegation
from the sister churches in Russia, including Fr. Valery Shvetsov, priest at St. Nicholas, came to the
United States to visit their counterparts in the Pacific Northwest. Each congregation scheduled an
“event” for the delegation, and St. Augustine’s event was a traditional American Thanksgiving dinner.
Translators were on hand and the visitors were particularly impressed by the history of our Thanksgiving holiday. Learning that it began with the pilgrims who had fled religious persecution in their
homelands gave them a reason they could relate to regarding our interest in helping their churches.
The tables groaned under the juicy turkey and ham, creamy mashed potatoes, piping hot rolls,
assorted healthy vegetables and vibrant cranberry relish prepared by both the women and the men
of the parish. We anticipated that the Russians would load up on the meat, bread and potatoes,
and they did. We expected that they might not avail themselves of the vegetables, and they didn’t.
What we didn’t foresee, however, was the impact of the cranberry relish. What was a small spoonful on the plate on the first go-around became heaping servings, often filling the entire plate, when
the diners went back for seconds . . . and thirds . . . and more . . . until the bowls were empty.
After the Russians and their translators and guides left on the bus to travel to their next event, the
cranberry relish was the main topic of discussion before, with their bellies full of tryptophan, everyone fell fast asleep. We also heard later that the event most talked about for the rest of the visit was
the Thanksgiving dinner at St. Augustine’s -- and the discovery of cranberry relish.
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Art Taylor

M

obile Turkey Unit 2016 is a fun opportunity for ministry in the South Whidbey Island community on Thanksgiving. The Mobile Turkey Unit is entering its 17th year
of providing free home-delivered dinners to those residents who because of a lack of
funds, cooking facilities, advanced age, working, or disability, would otherwise not have dinner on
Thanksgiving Day (11/24/2016) when Meals on Wheels does not deliver. Mobile Turkey Unit is an
all-volunteer community outreach that is dependent on the generosity of many folks coming together for this common mission and outright gift. For more information, you can go to the Mobile
Turkey Unit website: http://mobileturkeyunit.wordpress.com, or you can request a meal by phoning
360-321-9782.
Organizing teams from St. Augustine’s, St. Hubert’s, Trinity Lutheran, and Langley United Methodist Church have been busy getting ready for Thanksgiving 2016. St. Hubert’s has offered its commercial kitchen and spacious facility for the preparation and distribution center.
Those willing to volunteer your time and expertise to help prepare the dinner Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday at St. Hubert’s can go to the Mobile Turkey Unit website— http://mobileturkeyunit.
wordpress.com, or contact Rindy Stewart (360-321-2553) or Art Taylor (360-341-1220 or rambil@
whidbey.com) for a Thanksgiving volunteer schedule. If you wish to work in the kitchen, a Washington State Food Worker Card is required—
http://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Food/FoodWorkerandIndustry/
FoodWorkerCard
We also invite our youth to share in food preparation on Tuesday evening (3:00 PM – 4:30 PM)
November 22nd and Wednesday evening (2:00 PM – 4:00 PM) November 23rd.
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Prairie Restoration
Ted Brookes

T

he parish Greening Committee along with the South Whidbey Greening Congregations
Collaborative in partnership with Whidbey Camano Land Trust will be conducting our
annual Ecumenical Work Party on Saturday 19 November from 9:00AM to 12:00PM at
the Naas Preserve in Coupeville. The main purpose of this work party will be to plant native species on the prairie in areas not previously addressed. Members of the congregation are warmly welcome and enthusiastically encouraged to participate. Four years ago, several members of the parish
participated in a similar, highly successful planting despite 60 knot winds and pouring rain. Let’s
hope the weather holds up for us this year. We guarantee you’ll enjoy the experience and the camaraderie. Below is the official announcement for the work party.
Join us as we work to restore a unique native habitat at the Admiralty Inlet Natural Area Preserve.
The Preserve contains a remarkable remnant of Whidbey Island’s natural heritage – the Naas prairie
– and is one of the last 12 places in the world where golden paintbrush (Castilleja levisecta), a showy
yellow native plant threatened with extinction, still survives in the wild. Located within Ebey’s
Landing National Historical Preserve, this property also provides spectacular views of Admiralty
Inlet and the Strait of Juan de Fuca against a backdrop of the rugged Olympic Mountains.
We will be continuing our restoration activities this year by planting thousands of native plants and
removing unwelcome invasive species. Be part of this restoration success story! All of the seedlings
are small and easy to plant. It will be a great time for all! The Land Trust will supply tools, snacks,
and refreshments. Please bring gloves and a planting trowel if you have one. We look forward to
seeing you!
Directions to the Preserve:
From Hwy 20 in Coupeville, turn south onto Main St. It becomes Engle Rd. Go past Hill Road,
past the farm field on the right, and 2 curves in the road. A small gravel parking lot will be on your
left just before the bright blue Victorian house. Naas Preserve is across the road from the gravel
parking lot. If you get to Windward Way, you have gone too far.
What to Bring:
Gloves, warm clothes & rain gear, a kneeling pad if you need one, and a trowel or hori-hori if you
have one. We’ll be able to provide a few kneeling pads and trowels, plus refreshments.
Who Will Assist & Supervise:
Mark Sheehan, the Naas Project Manager, and Kyle Ostermick-Durkee, our Stewardship Assistant,
will be on site to provide instruction and orientation to the project.
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“You say to-may-to,
I say to-mah-to.
You say dressing,
I say stuffing . . . ”
What Ira Gershwin could
have written but didn’t.

We ask ourselves:
is there really
a difference
Ashley McConnaughey
between dressing
and stuffing? Turns out: maybe not.

lore; indeed, it looks like no one agrees on who uses what
terminology. Hmmm…might these turkeys, um, companies, have a point?
I looked in a book of mine called Household Discoveries and
Mrs. Curtis’s Cook Book published in 1908 in New York. In
it, the word dressing only refers to sauces put on a salad. But
the most interesting find is the indexed listing of “Stuffing
or Forcemeat”. Turning to the page indicated, I found:

Stuffing or Forcemeat
Another popular way to extend the flavor of meat
over a large amount of food is by the use of stuffing
or forcemeat (a synonym more common in England than in the United States). As it is impossible to introduce much stuffing into some pieces of
meat even if the meat is cut to make a pocket for it,
it is often well to prepare more than can be put into
the meat and to cook the reminder in the pan beside the meat. Some cooks cover the extra stuffing
with buttered paper while it tis cooking and baste
it at intervals.

Popular convention, expressed in the iconic cookbook The
Joy of Cooking, is that stuffing is the concoction actually
“stuffed” into the bird where it then cooks, while dressing
is cooked outside the bird and doesn’t mingle before hitting
one’s plate.
National lore holds that the only word used in the South
is “dressing” (regardless of method) because “stuffing” is a
word with such unpleasant graphics. Certainly not a word
to use in company. Hence northerners use “stuffing” and
southerners use “dressing”, because, well, manners.
The National Turkey Federation contends that there is no
difference and that the words are interchangeable. Let’s
look at how Butterball breaks down the usage of each term:

After doing some more investigating, and searching both
the Oxford English Dictionary and dictionaries of Etymology (not to mention some forays into the wilds of the
internet and Wikipedia) I discovered some really interesting
facts about the use of stuffing and dressing.
There is a long and illustrious history of stuffing and all the
words like “forcemeat” that went along with it going all
the way back to the Romans and the first cookbook ever
discovered. Stuffing and its variants have been around for
centuries.
The word “dressing” as a synonym for stuffing didn’t
appear until the mid-19th century when it was published in
a cookbook called Miss Beecher’s Domestic Receipt Book:
Designed As A Supplement To Her Treatise On Domestic
Economy published in 1850. It introduced the first use of
the word “dressing” although in the description of a recipe she would include both words in the same paragraph
describing the same thing.

As you can see Butterball’s map doesn’t align with common

Alas, since then that initial ambiguity has only grown into a
national conundrum: stuffing or dressing?
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The Light, Lite

from Episcopal Memes
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In-House @ St.Augie’s
A Treasure in Hewn Vessels
Jim O’Grady

T

he great Dominican theologian Edward Schillebeeckx wrote a book
called Christ: The Sacrament of the
Encounter with God. The title acknowledged his conviction that
Christ was the fullest sign
of God’s determination to
continue engagement with
the world and reaffirm the
love of creation.
We followers of the way of
Christ are a sacramental
people. Our faith tradition
hallows the encounter with
the divine in the people,
things, and events around
us. In the central ritual of
our faith, we break open
words which point beyond
human creativity to the
creator of all. We break
bread and drink from the
cup, and are reminded that
while life is sustained by
eating and drinking, it is
about more than eating and
drinking.

Churchapedia

Comments on Church Practice

goblet, a link to my colonial religious ancestry. It was carved from a piece of vine maple, a
beloved tree of the place of my birth and upbringing. Dad had taught himself violin-making, and created the plate
from a piece of eastern
maple, used for the backs of
the instruments.
So for me, the celebration
of Eucharist exemplifies
the power of sacrament
in many dimensions: the
love of God for the world,
the love of Christ for his
people, the love of a father
for his son, the dazzling
nature of human creativity,
the beauty and power of
music, the gift of the ordained priesthood, and the
gift of the priesthood of all
believers. You can imagine
what depth and resonance
the words “do this for the
remembrance of me” have
when I hear them, and why
any assertion about worship
as “just a ritual” has little meaning for me.

I experienced multiple reminders of these
Sacramentality means that a simple wooden
truths whenever I celebrated Eucharist with a cup and plate can bear a weight beyond physicup and plate my father made for me. The cup cality and point to a potent destiny.
was patterned after a New England pewter
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Personnel
SOPHIA SINGERS

CHURCH STAFF

Melisa Doss, Carole Hansen Coordinators

The Rev. Nigel Taber-Hamilton

EDUCATION FOR MINISTRY

Molly Grimm

CHRISTIAN FORMATION

Rob Anderson, Melisa Doss Mentors

Rector

Parish Administrator

David Locke

Julie Spangler Director

Julie Spangler

Brian Reid Contact and Scheduling

Parish Musician

GREETERS

Director of Christian Formation

USHERS

Rob Anderson
Bookkeeper

Art Taylor 8:00, Trevor Arnold 10:30 Scheduling

Sheila Foster

ANIMAL MINISTRY

Childcare

Margaret Schultz, Brian Reid Contacts

VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP

ARTS & AESTHETICS
Susan Sandri Chair

Bert Speir

Senior Warden

Bill Skubi

GARDENS

Junior Warden

Diana Klein Contact

Ron St. George
Treasurer

COLUMBARIUM

VESTRY

Beverley Babson Coordinator

Meade Brown, Bill Skubi, Bob Dial, Marilyn Hill, Frank
Shirbroun, Elaine Ludtke, Celia Metz, Bert Speir, Mic
Kissinger, Susan Sandri Clerk

ENDOWMENT FUND

CONVENTION

Dick Hall Contact

Diane Lantz, Dick Hall, Arnelle Hall, Ron St. George
Delegates
Empty Alternates

TABULATORS

Richard Tussey Lead Tabulator

LECTORS

Nancy Ruff Coordinator, Rebecca Reid Scheduling

EUCHARISTIC VISITORS

Kate Anderson Chair

EPISCOPAL PEACE FELLOWSHIP
GREENING

Ted Brookes Chair, Grant Heiken Secretary

SUNDAY COFFEE HOUR

Pat Brookes 8:00, OPEN 10:30 Coordinators

INTEGRITY

Ron St. George Convener

MISSION SUNDAY OFFERING
Ron St. George Chair

Albert Rose, Margaret Schultz, Diane Lantz,
Ron St. George

STEWARDSHIP

WORSHIP LEADERS

QUIET TIME

Margaret Schultz 8:00, Rebecca Reid 10:30 Scheduling

ALTAR GUILD

Frank Shirbroun Contact

CHOIR
David Locke Parish Musician

Meade Brown

Chris Lubinski Convener

SCHOLARSHIP
Joan Johnson Chair

ADULT FORUMS
Ted Brookes
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November Calendar
EVENTS

BIRTHDAYS

2. Egon Molbak, Narcotics Anonymous 7P

19. Chris Lubinski

5. Doris Hunter, Men’s Group 7:30A

20. David Nakagawa

7. Barbara & Ron McKinnell, Women’s Bible
Study 9:30A

ANNIVERSARIES

21. Christopher Anderson, Women’s Bible Study
9:30A

8. Wendy Close

22. Sarah Steele

9. Stephen & Diane Schwarzmann, Narcotics
Anonymous 7P

23. Gretchen Wood, Narcotics Anonymous 7P
24. Thanksgiving, Shirley & Bill Bauder

10. Josh & Laura Tocheny, Vestry Meeting
4:30P

25. Eileen Jackson, Nancy Ruff, Erik Anderson,
Paul Thompson & Paulette Becker

12. Holiday Market 9A

26. Celia Metz

13. Ted Brookes

27. Maggie Seymour, Stephen Schwarzmann

14. Women’s Bible Study 9:30A
15. Bonnie Kodis, Harry Anderson, Mary Green
16. Frank Shirbroun, Narcotics Anonymous 7P
17. Bill Carruthers

28. Nate Steele, Women’s Bible Study 9:30A
29. Aljean Muncy
30. Bruce Campbell, Shirley Viall, Narcotics
Anonymous 7P

SERVICE SCHEDULE
Sunday

8:00 am Eucharist Rite I (followed by coffee/fellowship and Adult Forums)
10:30 am Eucharist Rite II (with music, church school & child care, followed by coffee/fellowship)
Monday
5:30 pm Solemn Evensong (with incense)
Tuesday

7:00 pm Quiet Time Meditation
Wednesday

10:00 am

Eucharist and Holy Unction (prayers for healing)
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Vestry Recap August 2016
Watering System: Columbarium Chair Bev Babson and Gardening Committee Co-Chairs Carole
Tyson and Diana Klein brought concerns about garden maintenance and the need for a watering
system. Vestry directed Bev Babson to obtain three bids for an irrigation system to be in place by
Spring 2017, and three bids for monthly gardening services once they are separated from the current
mowing/blowing service.
Donation of Motorized Wheelchair: Albert Rose and Carole Tyson requested a temporary fund
to receive donations toward a wheelchair for Craig Johnson. The Senior Warden will discuss liability and other legal issues with Laura Valente, Parish Chancellor.
10:30 Coffee Hour: Shirley Viall brought concerns about the lack of coffee hour hosts at the 10:30
service. Susan Sandri will attempt a schedule/calendar assigning occasional coffee hour dates to
different committees, groups, and ministries.
Implementation of Five Vestry Goals: The only report was regarding “Attention to our Physical
Plant”—replacement of the compromised windows in the Parish Hall is in progress.
Annual Picnic: Sunday, August 28, 3 pm at the home of Grethe Cammermeyer and Diane Divelbess in Langley.
Newcomers’ Dinner: Friday, September 16, 5:30 pm in Campbell Hall.
More detailed minutes are posted in the hallway off the narthex after Vestry approval.
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Ted Brookes Presents

Adult Forums: November

N

ovember has arrived, and with it, all that seasonal, nasty weather of high winds,
heavy rainfall, and sunlight deprived days. Despite the gloomy forecast, November
is a festival for enjoying harvest’s bounty, sharing time and special meals with family, and being prayerfully thankful for all the blessings we have been given. Oh, yes! It doesn’t
hurt that we have all those good football games and terrific parades to watch as well as that
fabulous turkey dinner to share on Thanksgiving Day. Keeping that theme in mind, we hope
you’ll enjoy the educational feast we have cooked up for you during November’s Sunday
adult forums. Ryan Elting, from Whidbey Camano Land Trust, will give his yearly assessment of the land trust’s accomplishments, including new preserve acquisitions and conservation easements as well as the initiation of several ecological restoration projects. Next, Line
Goulet, an award-winning nurse from WhidbeyHealth Medical Center, will talk about diabetes education and prevention. The last two Sundays will be dedicated to showcasing our
new 10-part environmental series titled “Saving the Ocean.” This is a feel-good, good news
series that demonstrates how dedicated, well-meaning, and innovative everyday citizens can
make a real difference in preserving and protecting our precious ocean resources.
Specific forum dates, subject matter, and presenters or hosts are provided below:
6 November - Lauding the Land Trust. Ryan Elting, the Whidbey Camano Land Trust
Conservation Director, will provide his annual state-of-the land trust lecture. This presentation will highlight the organization’s land and water conservation efforts, including recent
and ongoing preserve acquisitions and conservation easements as well as ecological restoration projects. Come hear and see about the current status and exciting plans for the Trillium Community Forest and Glendale Beach. Learn more about the community-inspired
acquisition of Barnum Point on Camano Island and the continuing restoration of Naas Preserve on Ebey’s Prairie. Ted Brookes will host.
13 November - Diabetes Education & Prevention. Line Goblet, RN, the WhidbeyHealth
diabetes education program coordinator, will discuss and illustrate how the Medical Center
can help people with diabetes learn how to manage their disease through classes and individual sessions. Line works with anyone dealing with diabetes, from those who are newly
diagnosed to those who may need support for advanced insulin management using insulin
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pumps. Line Goblet received the WhidbeyHealth Ay Ayers award for for excellence in 2012.
In 2016, she was recognized as a Linda Lee Health Hero by the Island County Health Advisory Board for her dedication and service to the health and well-being of Island County citizens. Line and WhidbeyHealth’s exercise physiologist, Mary Waters, hope to have a diabetes
prevention program in place at the Medical Center in 2017. Ted Brookes will host.
20 November - Saving the Ocean, Destination Baja. This presentation is not another
gloom and doom environmental story. It is about people solving problems. Some of the news
may be grim: over-fishing, pollution, and coral reefs in trouble. But, a far-flung group of
unsung heroes – scientists, conservationists, and local communities – are hard at work inventing, advocating, and implementing solutions. Join renowned marine biologist and writer
Carl Safina, founder of the Blue Ocean Institute, as he virtually takes you around the globe
to bring back the good news from the world’s oceans. In this particular episode, we make
our way to Baja California and into San Ignacio lagoon, which is the largest marine preserve
in Latin America. Here is the Gray whale’s breeding ground, and it is protected by a local
fishermen’s cooperative that provides careful whale-watching excursions, manages beachside
camps, and prepares fresh seafood meals for visiting tourists. You will also observe how other
local fishermen have banded together to shepherd their scarce marine resources while ensuring the whole community benefits from their marine harvests. Ted Brookes presents.
27 November - Saving the Ocean, Swordfish, Part 1. We will continue to virtually trek
the globe with our video host Carl Safina, a well-respected marine biologist and writer, to
discover the good news that is emerging from the world’s oceans as the result of the amazing efforts by everyday citizens to save our precious marine wildlife. In this episode, we will
travel to Nova Scotia and board a fishing boat sailing for the outer edge of Georges Bank,
long known for its over-fishing, but still a great reservoir of marine life. Here you will see
how Canadian fishermen discriminately hunt swordfish with harpoons vs long lines. Learn
how swordfish have made the largest population comeback of any large fish. They are more
abundant now than they were 10 years ago. There are several reasons for this resurgence,
including establishing and enforcing swordfish catch quotas, advocating and promoting bans
on swordfish consumption, and prohibiting juvenile swordfish fishing off the Florida coast.
Ted Brookes presents.
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Mission Sunday Offering November 2016

Episcopal Community Action
Ray Haman

O

ur Mission Sunday Offerings (MSO) in November will benefit Episcopal Community
Action (formerly called Episcopal Charities Appeal). ECA is a major outreach program of
the Diocese of Olympia to respond to human needs in Western Washington. Ministries
supported by ECA must have an Episcopal connection either on its board or with support from an
Episcopal congregation. ECA distributed $82,236 in 2015 to ministries in Western Washington,
including $3,700 to Helping Hand and $1,500 to Ryan’s House, both of which respond to human
needs on Whidbey Island and have been supported by St. Augustine’s and many members of the
congregation.
In the past ECA has made a single distribution to its ministries each year. However, this year ECA
plans on two distributions. Since the second distribution has yet to be made, the amounts involved
are much less than in the past. Still, ECA has continued to give significant support to Whidbey
Island ministries: $1,000 to The Hub, $950 to Helping Hand and $400 to Ryan’s House.
Decisions about funding ECA ministries are made by a committee representing several Western
Washington Episcopal congregations. St. Augustine’s has been well represented on this committee.
Diana Klein continues to serve on the committee; and Jay and Carol Ryan were members of the
committee in the past. We are fortunate to have the services of the ECA committee to investigate
and evaluate the ministries in Western Washington that need our support. The ministries supported
by ECA struggle to meet human needs in our region. So, please be generous. Remember that our
MSO contributions are matched up to $500 each month by earnings from the Parish Endowment
Fund.
THERE ARE SEVERAL WAYS TO MAKE AN MSO CONTRIBUTION:
(1) Just place your contribution in one of the Giving Envelopes located in the pew racks, and
write “MSO” or “ECA” on the envelope.
(2) Write “MSO” or “ECA” in the lower left-hand corner of your check, which should be made
payable to “St. Augustine’s Episcopal Church”.
(3) PayPal is also available. To make an MSO contribution, click on the “Donate” button on St.
Augustine’s website. When prompted, type “November MSO” in the space provided.
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photograph by Bert Speir

Mary Ann Speir welcomes Piper into their family.
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